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Abstract: Change of supraglacial lakes (SGLs) is an important hydrological activity on the Greenland
ice sheet (GrIS), and storage and drainage of SGLs occur throughout the year. However, current
studies tend to split SGL changes into melt/non-melt seasons, ignoring the effect of buried lakes
in the exploration of drainage, and the existing threshold-based approach to SGL extraction in a
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is influenced by the choice of the study area mask. In this study, a
new method (Otsu–Canny–Otsu (OCO)), which accesses the features of SGLs on optical and SAR
images objectively, is proposed for full-year SGL extraction with Google Earth Engine (GEE). The
SGLs on the Petermann Glacier were monitored well by OCO throughout 2021, including buried
lakes and more detailed rapid drainage events. Some SGLs’ extent varied minimally in a year (area
varying by 10–25%) while some had very rapid drainage (a rapid drainage event from July 26 to
30). The SGL extraction results were influenced by factors such as the mode of polarization, the
surface environment, and the depth of the lake. The OCO method can provide a more comprehensive
analysis for SGL changes throughout the year.

Keywords: supraglacial lakes; full-year monitoring; OCO method; buried lake; Google Earth Engine;
Petermann Glacier

1. Introduction

The Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) is the second largest ice sheet in the world after the
Antarctic ice sheet. In recent years, with the influence of global warming, there has been a
drastic change in glaciers worldwide [1–4], and the mass loss of the GrIS has also become
increasingly prominent in this century [5]. One of the main reasons for GrIS mass loss is
surface melting. Studies have shown that surface runoff accounts for nearly 40% of the
GrIS’s mass loss between 2000 and 2008 [6], and 84% of the increase in mass loss from 2009
to 2012 came from increased surface melting. To study the process of ice surface melting,
scholars have discussed it in terms of different objects, including surface runoff, moulins,
snow melt, and supraglacial lakes (SGLs) [7–11].

SGLs, which are a storage site for liquid water, are one of the central representations of
surface melting [12]. The development of SGLs affects the stability of ice sheets by forming
fractures [13] and inducing basal slip [14]. In recent years, SGLs have been increasing in
area and depth and are gradually expanding inland of the ice sheet [10,11]. The process
of storing and draining of SGLs often occurs during the melt season, and this process can
be slow or rapid (≤4 days) [15]. In the non-melt season, a part of the liquid water only
freezes on the surface and forms a buried lake. Dunmire et al. detected that a buried
lake also stores and drains during the non-melt season, with a potential effect on the ice
sheet mass balance [16]. To comprehensively monitor changes in SGLs, multisource remote
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sensing satellites are used to capture the spatiotemporal variations. Typical data used for
detecting SGLs information include optical data, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data, snow
radar, global navigation satellite system (GNSS) [17], advanced topographic laser altimeter
system (ATLAS), etc.

Although it is well established that storage and drainage occurs in SGLs throughout
the year, most studies tended to a single analysis of the melt season or the non-melt season
when testing the annual season of SGL development [18–20]. In recent years, several
studies on SGLs have focused on buried lakes and have proposed approaches based on
optical and SAR imagery to extract buried lakes in the non-melt season. Optical images
are used for lake extraction in the melt season and locating the SGLs’ extent in SAR
images. For SGL extraction in SAR, there are mainly two categories: deep learning [16,21]
and threshold segmentation [18,19,22]. Compared to deep learning, the histogram-based
threshold segmentation approach has less subjectivity and workload. However, the current
threshold setting method relies on the extent of the water area in the SAR image, and
a smaller extent of the lake can cause errors in extraction [22]. To explore the complete
development of SGLs, we have designed an optical and SAR-based algorithm for SGL
extraction named the Otsu–Canny–Otsu (OCO) method, which can be effectively combined
with optical and SAR data to analyze changes in SGL growth over a year. The new model
uses the edge information in SAR imagery to extract the segmentation threshold and do
post-classification judgements to assess a lake. The OCO method is applicable to any size
lakes in SAR imagery and also applies to water-free SAR masks.

The OCO method was designed by improving the Canny edge Otsu algorithm, which
was proposed by Kolli et al. in 2022 [23]. The Canny edge Otsu algorithm combines the
Otsu algorithm and the Canny edge detector, and it aims to enhance the features at the
water edges and better extract the water area in SAR images. The Otsu algorithm and
the Canny edge detector are commonly used for image segmentation and edge detection.
The Otsu algorithm selects the threshold naturally by looking for the maximum variance
between classes in the data histogram [24,25], whereas the Canny edge detector detects
edge regions by Gaussian filtering and the gradient magnitude between neighbor pix-
els [26,27]. However, for the Canny edge detection algorithm, using a single threshold for
edge detection over a large area is incomplete, whereas SAR images tend to have local-
ized features [26,27]. In addition, SAR images of SGLs are influenced by the topography
and surface environment, which cause each individual lake to have different boundary
characteristics in SAR. To overcome the regional environmental differences for each SGL
extraction, the OCO method introduces the Otsu–Canny edge detection algorithm [28,29]
to the Canny edge Otsu algorithm. The Otsu–Canny edge detection algorithm uses the
Otsu threshold to complete the segmentation of automatic thresholds, thereby overcom-
ing the subjective dual-threshold settings in Canny edge detection [30]. As the OCO
method was designed based on SGLs’ SAR images, the extraction results must be post-
processed accordingly.

In this study, we used the OCO method and multisource remote sensing data to
monitor the SGLs on the Petermann Glacier (PG) of Greenland in 2021. For satellite images,
Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 satellite imagery were used to draw the extent of the lakes; a
snow radar was used to verify the extraction results. All image data processing for this
experiment, including the pre-processing of satellite images and the extraction of SGLs,
were based on the Google Earth Engine (GEE) platform. The new lake extraction model
could extract the SGLs well, but the result would also be affected by satellite imaging.
Based on multisource satellite data and the OCO method, the main objectives of this study
are as follows:

(1) Expand the image source of extracted SGL information by aggregating the datasets of
Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2;

(2) Create a new model that has less subjectivity and higher accuracy to extract lake
information from optical and SAR images; and
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(3) Analyze the dynamic processes in SGLs with different characteristics (such as buried
lakes) and explore the time-series storage and drainage events.

2. Material
2.1. Study Site

The PG in northern GrIS was chosen as the study area for the experiment (Figure 1).
PG is one of the largest outlet glaciers in the north of Greenland, with active surface
meltwater [31]. Additionally, this study area contains sufficient optical and SAR satellite
images and snow radar passes to favor the validation of the OCO method. Given that one
aim of this experiment was to investigate the full-year storage and drainage process, a total
of 12 SGLs were included in this study as typical cases (Regions A, B, and C). Fully drained
lakes and buried lakes were included in these typical study areas for comparison. As
shown in Figure 1b, the lake situation was similar for Regions A and B, which were visible
in the optical and SAR images. For Region C, however, the lake could only be observed
in the SAR image. Region C was chosen to highlight the importance of SAR imagery in
SGL monitoring.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the study area (a). Comparison of optical and SAR images of the typical study
area in the PG (b). The typical regions included 12 SGL study objects with IDs in orange.

2.2. Satellite Data

The Sentinel series are the Earth observation missions developed by the European
Space Agency. In this study, Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 were used to extract information of
the SGLs. Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 images in 2021 were screened for water identification
in SAR images, melt/non-melt season imaging comparisons of the SGLs, extraction of
monthly changes for the SGLs, and studies of typical drainage phenomena. All Sentinel
images were processed in GEE.

The Sentinel-1 mission performs C-band (at a center frequency of 5.405 GHz) SAR
imaging, which has some penetration of the shallow snow covering the water [19,32].
Considering image coverage and data quality, the ground range detected (GRD) format
with the interferometric wide (IW) swath mode and 10 m pixel spacing from Sentinel-1
SAR images were used in this study. The Sentinel-2 mission comprises a constellation of
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two polar-orbiting satellites (Sentinel-2A and Sentinel-2B). It is a high-resolution multispec-
tral imaging satellite system carrying a multispectral instrument (MSI) for land surface
monitoring. The MSI covers 13 spectral bands and 290 km swath width. For this experiment,
we selected Sentinel-2 images with less than 10% cloudiness and applied bands (B2 blue
and B4 red) with 10 m spatial resolution for the extraction of SGLs. Sentinel-2 images offer
accurate information on supraglacial lake (SGL) extent in favorable weather. Sentinel-1
images, unaffected by weather and lighting, excel in cloud penetration, suitable for diverse
environmental observations. Additionally, SAR can penetrate the snow cover, revealing
partially buried lakes. Combining Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 data not only expands the
dataset but also improves SGL localization and year-round monitoring precision.

Snow radar data were used to verify the accuracy and reliability of the extracted lake
results that are produced by IceBridge Snow Radar L1B Geolocated Radar Echo Strength
Profiles, Version 2 (IRSNO1B) by NASA’s Operation IceBridge (OIB), and radar echograms
were taken from the Center for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets ultrawide-band snow radar
over the GrIS. The snow radar operates over the frequency range from ~2 to 6.5 GHz, and
it can detect information beneath snow layers to tens of meters in depth [33]. The greater
penetration of the snow radar can be used to check the authenticity of SAR-extracted lakes.

3. Methods
3.1. Lake Extraction from Optical Images

Sentinel-2 images used for this experiment were all from GEE’s “COPERNICUS/S2”
databases, which contains the Level-1C orthorectified top-of-atmosphere (TOA) reflectance
product of the Sentinel-2 satellite, which is widely used for SGL extraction from optical
images. In the experiment, the TOA images of Sentinel-2 were pre-processed for the
subsequent lake extraction, including date screening, cloud volume filtering (<10%), cloud
removal (using the “QA60” band), and clipping. After the pre-treatment, the area with a
normalized difference water index adapted for ice (NDWIice) > 0.25 was extracted as the
initial extraction area of the lake [34,35].

NDWIice =
Blue− Red
Blue + Red

(1)

The blue and red bands in Equation (1) correspond to the reflectance in the blue
and red bands for Sentinel-2, respectively. We eliminated SGLs smaller than 5 pixels
(30 m resolution) and linear features narrower than 2 pixels, which have relatively large
uncertainties, to improve the extraction accuracy for SGLs further [15,36]. Considering the
possible influence of clouds in the images and the irrelevant location migration of the SGLs
on the ice sheet surface, we superimposed all the lake areas extracted by NDWIice > 0.25
for the melt season (from May to September) during the study period and selected the area
with more than five recurrence times as the area with the largest water mask.

3.2. Otsu–Canny–Otsu Method for SGL Extraction

Extraction using the OCO model is divided into the following five steps: Sentinel-1
data acquisition, Sentinel-1 data pre-processing, mask fabrication for SAR extraction area
based on the optical image, lake extraction in SAR based on the OCO method, and postpro-
cessing for the lake area (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. SGL extraction from SAR images with the OCO method based on optical masks. The
important steps are in blue font. The examples shown on the right are the extraction process of
Lakes 4 and 5 on 3 September 2019.

(1) Sentinel-1 data acquisition: Sentinel-1 images were selected from GEE’s “COPERNI-
CUS/S1_GRD” product. The parameter “instrumentMode” is “IW”, which contains
HH and HV polarization. Image quality is “H” with a resolution of 10 × 10 m. The
GRD product in GEE already contains most of the pre-processing steps (thermal noise
removals, data calibration, multilooking, and range-Doppler terrain correction) of
Sentinel-1 [37].

(2) Sentinel-1 data pre-processing: The topographic correction of the study area was
conducted using the Greenland Mapping Project, a Greenland digital elevation model
(DEM) product that comes with the GEE platform (https://developers.google.com/
earth-engine/datasets/catalog/OSU_GIMP_DEM) (accessed on 6 November 2023),
which enables the SAR images to have better feature recognition in areas with large
topographic relief. To minimize the influence of the original noise of SAR images on
feature extraction, the Lee sigma filter was applied to the images [37,38].

(3) Mask fabrication of the SAR extraction area based on optical image: The lake exhibits
low backscatter intensity in the SAR image, appearing nearly black [39]. However,
many non-water regions in SAR also exhibit low backscatter intensity due to topo-
graphic features. To pinpoint the area where the SGL appears in SAR images, we
utilized the combined maximum lake area from two consecutive melt seasons (May
to September each year) in the optical image as the SAR extraction area [18,19].

This experiment adopted the concept of maximum lake area, which is the maximum
area covered by the lake extracted in the optical image during one melt season. The possible
lake extent between two melt seasons can be obtained by superimposing the maximum
lake area for the two proximal years. Before making the masking area for SAR extraction,
applying a buffer for maximum lake area was necessary due to slush surrounding some
lakes having similar backscatter values to the lakes, thereby complicating the differentiation
of slush and water [18]. The size of the radius of the buffer zone is determined by the size
of the individual lakes. The final SAR masking area is obtained by superimposing the
two-buffering maximum lake area of the proximal years. The maximum lake areas for 2020,
2021, and 2022 were used in this experiment.

(4) Lake extraction in SAR based on the OCO method: The SGLs were extracted from
Sentinel-1 with HH and HV polarization. HH polarization was used for lake extraction
of SAR during the melt season, and HV polarization was used to extract the lake

https://developers.google.com/earth-engine/datasets/catalog/OSU_GIMP_DEM
https://developers.google.com/earth-engine/datasets/catalog/OSU_GIMP_DEM
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that was covered by snow during the non-melt season [40]. The experiment first
clipped the pre-processed image of the SAR using the masked area of the SAR in (3)
and calculated the input value of the Canny algorithm using OTSU for a single lake
area, resulting in remarkable edge areas in the SAR image. The edge areas must be
bordered in GEE. Second, fragmented remarkable edges of less than 10 pixels were
removed, and the top 50% of the edge strength was selected as the strong boundary
region. Third, a two-pixel buffer was made outward of the strong boundary region,
which contained the two most varied classes in SAR images of a single lake mask.
Finally, the buffered strong masked regions were used as the basis for the extraction
of Otsu thresholds to obtain classification thresholds for the two classifications in
SAR images. This threshold was used to separate the remarkable regions in the SAR
image [18].

(5) Post-processing for lake area: After acquiring areas that differ considerably from the
surrounding environment, whether the extracted area contains water (low backscat-
tering coefficient) or slush (high backscattering coefficient) must be determined. Three
regions of a single lake were selected for comparison in the experiment. The analyzed
regions were the high backscatter region of the extracted region (classes g), the low
backscatter region of the extracted region (classes l), and the backscattering intensity
of the 30 pixels expanded around the extracted region (classes a). The experiment
used the Jeffries–Matusita distance (JM distances) to discuss the differences between
the three regions and to distinguish between areas of open water and slush, as well as
partially misdivided areas without water (Equations (2) and (3)). The JM distance is
an indicator of difference degree between classes. It ranges from 0 to 2, and the larger
it is, the more considerable the difference between classes [41]. In our experimental
statistics, we considered that a discernible difference existed between the classes when
JM > 1 for the two types of features [42].

Water : JM(g, l) > 1 ∩ JM(a, g)< 1 ∩ JM(a, l) > 1 (2)

Slush : JM(g, l) > 1 ∩ JM(a, g) > 1 ∩ JM(a, l) < 1 (3)

JM( , ) indicates the JM distance between two classes; g, l, and a indicate the three
classes for distinction. They are the high backscatter region of the extracted region, the
low backscatter region of the extracted region, and the backscattering intensity of the
30 pixels expanded around the extracted region, respectively. The primary objective of
this approach is to assess if there is a real feature in the area obtained based on the OCO
method, and if this feature is a lake. After determining the presence of lakes, areas smaller
than 20 pixels were removed to reduce the effect of SAR noise, and the small hole in the
water was clumped. The final processed data were the area of the SGLs extracted based on
SAR images.

4. Results
4.1. Lake Detection

It is challenging to evaluate the performance of the OCO method due to the absence
of ground truth. Here, we compared the OCO extraction results with the manual extraction
results with the HH-polarized SAR image of 12 September 2021 in the study area (Figure 3).
As shown in the four examples in Figure 3, the lake extracted from the SAR image by
the OCO method matched the results of the manual interpretation. The lake acquired by
the OCO method contained more scattered pixels—some of them were noise from the
SAR imagery, and some of them were details of water that were not refined by the visual
interpretation. There were also omissions in the OCO-extracted results, e.g., the obvious
SGL in the middle of Figure 3d was not extracted with the OCO method.
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Figure 3. SGL extraction comparison between the OCO method (blue area) and manual interpretation
(green area). The base image is a Sentinel-1 image of the study area on 12 September 2021 in HH
polarization. (a) displays the optical extraction results of SGLs in the study area, while (b–e) illustrates
four typical cases of SGLs extraction of manual and OCO model in SAR images.

Our study included 85 lake mask areas, and only two lake objects were not decoded
by the OCO method from the 72 lakes that existed in the visual interpretation of this
SAR image. In order to verify the accuracy of the OCO model, a confusion matrix based
on the OCO extraction results and the manual extraction results was computed, and the
calculated pixel range was the maximum lake area. By calculating the true positive (TP),
false negative (FN), false positive (FP), and true negative (TN) rates in the confusion matrix,
the performance of the algorithm could be measured as follows: overall accuracy was 0.885,
precision was 0.929, recall was 0.749, the F1 score was 0.829, and the Kappa coefficient
was 0.745.

To compare the differences in lake extraction between optical and SAR images in the
melt season, we extracted 12 typical SGLs from optical and SAR images of the study area on
26 July 2021, respectively, with the SAR image using HH polarization. Lake 6 results were
supplemented with the 24 July SAR image as the 26 July SAR image could not cover all
12 lake objects. Table 1 shows the SGL extraction results of the optical image using NDWIice,
the SGL extraction results of the SAR image based on the OCO method, and the SGL area of
visual interpretation based on SAR images. For the 12 SGLs on 26 July 2021 (supplemented
on 24 July), six SGLs were extracted from the optical image, appearing in Regions A and
B; 12 SGLs were obtained in SAR-based manual extraction; and 11 SGLs were obtained
in the SAR-based OCO method, for which Lake 3 was not extracted. Comparing the SGL
extraction results of optical and SAR images showed that optical and SAR images could
extract the lakes in Regions A and B, but only the SAR image could extract the lake in
Region C, which was completely covered by snow. The water extraction area of the optical
image was generally larger than that of the SAR image, with a difference basically below
0.3 km2. Region B showed a greater difference between optical and SAR water extraction
areas than Region A did. Except for Lakes 7 and 12 that had a larger difference, the differ-
ence between the lake area acquired from the automatic OCO method and the manually
mapped one was around 20%.
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Table 1. Comparison of SGL area extraction based on Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2. The three columns in
JM distance represent the pairwise differences between classes a, g, and l (Equations (2) and (3)).

Region Lake ID Sentinel 2 Area
Sentinel 1

Manual Area OCO Method
Area

JM-Distance
g&l a&g a&l

A

1 1.153 1.052 1.235 1.487 0.07 1.352
2 0.969 0.959 0.953 1.511 0.013 1.502
3 0.222 0.222 NA 1.096 0.092 0.676
4 0.813 0.845 0.776 1.86 0.07 1.939

B
5 0.494 0.215 0.250 1.677 0.002 1.712
6 0.901 0.660 0.581 1.822 0.013 1.891

C

7 NA 0.241 0.215 1.855 0.463 1.995
8 NA 0.204 0.108 1.659 0.569 1.959
9 NA 2.446 2.163 1.988 0.122 1.998

10 NA 0.228 0.177 1.88 0.187 1.981
11 NA 0.261 0.244 1.886 0.13 1.974
12 NA 0.137 0.197 1.321 0.228 1.644

Lake 3 was not successfully extracted when determining the existence of a lake in SAR
images based on the JM distance. The JM distance between the backscattering intensity
around the lake and inside the lake for Lake 3 was small, i.e., only 0.676, which did not
satisfy the judgment that JM distance > 1. The other 11 lakes’ JM distances were all in the
range of 1.3 to 1.9, with good separation.

4.2. Full-Year SGLs Changes in 2021

The experiment monitored and extracted monthly SGL data from January to December
in 2021. The results included optical and SAR-extracted data for 12 typical lakes, which
were divided into three regions (Regions A, B, and C) for separate discussions (Figure 4). For
SAR images, the data for May, June, July, August, and September were in HH polarization;
and October, November, December, the following year’s January, February, March, and
April were in HV polarization.
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The SGL changes were similar in Regions A and B. The lakes in these areas developed
and drained during the melt season, with the peak occurring in July and August. The
development of the SGL was well monitored by optical and SAR imagery during the melt
season, with the same trends in the two types of imagery. The SAR and optical extraction
results were slightly different, with the area extracted from SAR being smaller than that
extracted from the optical images.

Large differences were observed between Region C and Regions A and B. The optical
images only detected the area of three SGLs (Lake 10, 11, and 12) in August. However, the
extraction of the SAR images showed that all six lakes in Region C were already present
in January 2021, and only a slight change in area occurred from January to June for those
lakes. For Region C, SAR imagery was slightly effective in detecting images during the
melt season, especially in August when water was difficult to detect completely. The SGLs
were still detectable in SAR imagery in September, October, November, and December after
the melt season. The change in lake area after the melt season from the pre-melt season was
small, with less than 25%. In particular, the area of Lakes 8 and 12 changed by less than
10% before and after the melt season. The experiments also compared the results from May
to September in Region C for HH and HV polarization, and the area difference between
the two polarizations was in the range of 15–20%, with no remarkable improvement in the
extracted lakes.

4.3. Lake Drainage Monitoring

To discuss the time series changes of the lake at a finer scale, Lakes ID-4 and ID-5
were selected for the experiment to explore the changes in storage and discharge from
1 July to 31 August 2021. The experiment combined SAR and optical data. Fewer optical
images were available, with only July 26 available in July and seven date images available
in August. SAR imagery was denser than the optical imagery over the area of the studied
SGLs, with 10 and 11 images for July and August, respectively.

Figure 5 excerpts the Sentinel-1 HH polarization images of Lakes ID-4 and ID-5 at
several typical time points during the storage and drainage period. Lake ID-4 experienced a
dramatic drainage event from 26 to 30 July, accompanied by the production of slush around
the lake. The change in area of Lake ID-5 was more moderate, with drainage occurring
from 30 July to 7 August. Lake ID-5 was scattered in extent at the beginning of the melting,
with the water gradually pooling into a whole lake during the storage process.
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The changes of water area occurring in July and August 2021 for two typical SGLs,
ID-4 and ID-5, are shown in Figure 6. Lake ID-5 began to accumulate water on July 18,
reaching the maximum area of water detected by SAR on 18 and 30 July, and the water
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completely disappeared on 25 August. Between 30 July and 5 August, the lake under-
went a relatively strong drainage event, with the water area dropping from 0.343 km2 to
0.108 km2. The area of Lake ID-5 remained around 0.1 km2 after 5 August until water could
not be extracted in the SAR in 23 August. At the beginning of the melt, on 18 July, Lake
ID-5 was monitored in SAR to a larger area of 0.345 km2. During this period, the SGL was
in the early stages of catchment, and some shallow meltwater was found, all of which was
included in the SAR imagery as water areas.
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and optical (b) extraction.

Drainage was more pronounced at Lake ID-4 than at ID-5. The results of the area
change showed that Lake ID-4 was drained from 26 to 30 July, with the area dropping
from 0.776 km2 to 0.300 km2, a 61.3% reduction in area over the four days. Extensive slush
formed from the drainage of the SGL could be clearly detected in the SAR image on 30 July
(Figure 6a). After 30 July, the area of the SGL continued to decline and completely disap-
peared on August 23. During the drainage period, the area of slush also changed. From
30 July to 7 August, the slush area tended to increase, reaching a maximum area of around
0.7 km2. After 7 August, the slush area decreased considerably until it disappeared.

5. Discussion
5.1. Advantages of Multisource Remote Sensing

Optical and SAR imagery could be effectively used to extract information about SGLs.
However, given the characteristics of optical and SAR imaging, flaws and differences were
found in the extraction results between the two types. The area extracted from NDWIice-
based optical images of the lake was simple and straightforward, but the quality of some
images was poor because of the weather and snow cover, resulting in fewer data sources
being available for SGL extraction. SAR satellites have better penetration and are effective
in avoiding cloud effects on images and detecting thin snow-covered lakes. C-band SAR
images are generally not hindered by atmospheric effects and are capable of imaging
through tropical clouds and rain showers. Its penetration capability with snow on the
ground is limited, usually around 1 to 2 m [43], and the specific depth of snow penetration
is related to the physical properties of the snow and the radar’s incidence angle [44].

Optical images can only identify exposed lakes on the ice sheet and cannot detect
the lake covered by ice floes and thin snow. This kind of buried lake is widespread in the
GrIS at all times of the year in melt and non-melt seasons. SAR imagery can detect buried
lakes covered by shallow snow partially, but lakes buried under a thicker ice cover are
difficult to detect from SAR imagery. For monitoring validation of buried lakes, snow radar
data collected by NASA’s OIB were chosen. Snow radar data have greater penetration
and can be used to estimate the cross section of glaciers. Figure 7a shows the echogram
results obtained by a snow radar on 22 March 2017, when lakes had no optical visibility.
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Comparing Sentinel-1 results from 23 March of the same year showed that Sentinel-1 could
detect well the water located under the ice surface. The monitored water was covered with
snow at a thickness of about 3 m (Figure 7b,c). The comparison showed that the SAR-based
approach to lake extraction expanded the data for buried lakes, thus providing additional
data support for a comprehensive analysis of the seasonal variability of SGLs.
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Figure 7. Snow radar data validation of SAR-extracted SGL results. A snow radar passed through the
buried lake extraction location in this study area, and the base image was a Sentinel-1 HH polarization
image on 22 March 2017 (a). The snow radar echogram results of the two flight paths show the
presence of water in these regions (b,c).

This study used Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 images to monitor SGL transformations dur-
ing the melt and non-melt seasons. The experimental method combined the characteristics
of SAR imagery with optical imagery, addressing the limitations of optical images in winter
and the greater environmental noise of SAR images in part. Additionally, it is important to
note that due to the limited penetration capability of C-band SAR imagery, there may be
more buried lakes in areas where C-band SAR signals cannot reach [45].

5.2. Factors Affecting Water Extraction in SAR

HH and HV polarization are two common types of polarization used in SAR imagery,
and the choice of polarization can affect the effectiveness of lake extraction [46,47]. HV
polarization often shows a better contrast between water and snow in areas of buried
water. The reason for this situation is that HH polarization is more susceptible to the radar
signal with the top snow layers, resulting in less information acquired in HH polariza-
tion than in HV polarization for buried lakes [32]. For open water, the backscattering
in HH polarization is more stable than in HV backscattering [48]. Hence, HH polariza-
tion can distinguish open-water and high-water content snow in more cases than HV
polarization can.

SAR imagery has the advantage of being available in all weather and being able to
penetrate thin snow; however, it is susceptible to external factors, such as the angle of
incidence, the melting state of the ice surface, wind, etc., when detecting SGLs on the
ice sheet [18,49,50]. These external influences can lead to variations in the backscatter
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intensity of the SAR image, resulting in the inability to extract lakes from a SAR image.
Many anomalies in the extraction of SGLs from SAR imagery occurred in this experiment.
For example, during lake extraction of month-by-month SAR imagery for 2021, the SAR
image in August of Region C was poorly imaged, with the entire zone exhibiting lower
backscatter intensity (Figure 4). During drainage monitoring of Lakes ID-4 and ID-5 in
late July and early August, no information was obtained for Lake ID-5 in the 7 August
SAR image (Figure 5). Furthermore, in lake detection of Section 4.1, Lake ID-3 was not
identified due to the poor separation (JM(a, l) = 0.676) of the lake and surrounding area
backscatter intensities (Table 1). In summary, the most important reason for not being
able to extract water from SAR images is that water has a backscatter intensity similar
to that of the surrounding environment, making it difficult to distinguish water from the
environment in SAR images.

Some differences were also found between the optical results and the SAR results in
lake extraction at nearly the same time. We compared the SGLs in Regions A and B, which
could be extracted from the optical image (imaging time 18:10 UTM) and SAR (imaging
time 11:36 UTM) in the study area on 26 July 2021 (Figure 8), and the results showed that
the difference was mainly in Lake ID-5, with a 2.30-fold difference in extraction between
the two types of images. We calculated the water depth distribution of Lake ID-5 using
the water depth formula for optical imagery [12,51] and found that the main difference in
water extraction area between optical and SAR imagery came from shallow water areas,
mainly below <0.75 m. A similar situation occurred for Lake ID-3, which was not identified
in the SAR image. The SAR lake extraction area of some of the lakes was also found to be
slightly smaller than the optical lake extraction area in Section 4.3 (Figure 4). On the basis
of these results, we inferred that the depth of the open lake would influence the imaging
results of the water area in the SAR [18]. The temporal difference between Sentinel-1 and
Sentinel-2 images in this test could also be the cause of this error.
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Figure 8. Comparison of area differences in lake extraction with depth distribution. Sentinel-1 (HH
polarization) and Sentinel-2 (true color display) images come from 26 July 2021.

SGL extraction in SAR is influenced by external natural factors and the lake’s own
properties, which may lead to some challenges in accurate SAR-based lake area extraction
for time series.

5.3. Drainage Monitoring

Optical image-based SGLs drainage has been widely used in SGL change detection [52].
In Section 4.3, we monitored the drainage process of two lakes, i.e., Lakes ID-4 and ID-5,
from July to August 2021. Lakes ID-4 and ID-5 had two types of drainage processes, fast
and slow, respectively (Figures 5 and 6). Although rapid drainage of SGLs could also
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be detected using the optical images in the experiment (Figure 6b), the limited amount
of available optical images did not allow for a better reproduction of SGL development.
Rapid drainage of SGLs in SAR is often accompanied by a sudden increase in the intensity
of backscatter around the lake (Figure 5). The reason for this phenomenon is that rapid
drainage leaves behind some rough heterogeneous surface consisting of patches of slush
and ice, producing high backscatter values. Over time, these slush and ice blocks smooth
out, and the backscatter values match those of the surrounding environment. Thus, rapid
drainage can also be monitored by high backscatter from lake anomalies, but this is not
always featured in the imagery [18].

During optical and SAR image monitoring of the SGLs in Region C in 2021, the SGLs
were barely visible in the optical images of Region C, with only a small area showing during
the peak melt season (Figure 4). However, the detection of SGLs in SAR imagery revealed
that the lake was always present in Region C and that some of the lakes did not change
considerably in area before and after the melt season (Figure 4). The change of area of the
lake in Region C was less than 25% before and after the melt season and even less than 10%
in Lakes 8 and 12 due to the presence of buried lakes. Some lakes do not drain nor freeze
completely as they enter winter; they are stored as liquid water under the frozen snow and
ice layers, forming a buried lake [53]. Therefore, it is ambiguous to judge SGL drain by the
area change in the optical image. It may underestimate the actual area of water stored on
the ice sheet and overestimate the drainage of SGLs at the end of the melt season.

5.4. Limitations and Prospects

SGL extraction results in SAR images based on the OCO method in the experiment
are always dichotomous; however, the boundary between the backscattering intensities
of water and non-water in a region is challenging to characterize with a single threshold.
At the same time, the availability of SAR imagery is not completely established and is
affected by factors, which can also affect the results of the time-dependent detection of
SGLs. Therefore, we will analyze how to maximize SAR images and reduce the noise
associated with threshold extraction methods in following research. The main purpose of
this experiment was to verify the feasibility of the OCO method and the importance of SAR
imagery in SGL monitoring. In future studies, the study area will be expanded, and SGL
changes across the cryosphere will be discussed by fusing the time series of multisource
remote sensing data.

6. Conclusions

SGL changes are an important monitoring object of ice sheets that reflects the volume
change of ice sheet surface melting. With the development of remote sensing technology,
the monitoring of SGL changes based on remote sensing observation has been gradually
improved. Optical and SAR remote sensing has been widely used in the detection of SGLs.
However, given the vulnerability of optical imagery to the weather, the amount of optical
data that can be practically applied is limited. Meanwhile, information on buried lakes is
not available in winter from optical imagery. Although SAR has good penetration and a
large volume of data, it presents a backscattered intensity signal with a dense “homospectral
foreign object” situation over a large area. Effective extraction of SGL information from
optical and SAR imagery allows improved monitoring of SGL development throughout
the year.

This study proposed a new model named the OCO method. It combines optical
and SAR satellites and the Otsu algorithm and Canny edge detector to investigate the
development of SGLs throughout the year. Optical images can locate SGLs more accurately,
and SAR images have a degree of penetration of clouds and snow. Based on optical and
SAR data, the changes in the SGLs can be better monitored throughout the year. In terms
of extraction methods, NDWIice is used to extract the lake area from the optical images,
and the OCO method is used to extract the SGLs’ area from the SAR images masked by the
maximum lake area of optical images. The OCO method performs feature extraction for
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each individual SGL based on the Otsu–Canny edge detection algorithm and the Canny
edge Otsu algorithm, and it is built to be more objective and targeted.

The experiment validated the accuracy of the OCO method for SGLs extraction,
together with monitoring the full-year variations of typical lakes based on Sentinel-1
and Sentinel-2 images in 2021. Benchmarked against the manual SGLs extraction result, the
OCO method performed well overall accuracy of 0.885 and F1 score of 0.829. In the OCO
method for SGL extraction, SAR images can be affected by external natural factors, such
as incidence, surface melting, wind, and other factors, resulting in the inability to extract
SGLs properly. The difference between the SAR results of extracting SGLs based on the
OCO method and the visual interpretation was around 20%. During the same period, the
depth of the lake may influence the extraction range of SGLs in different types of imagery.
Experimental results indicated that shallow lakes were challenging to observe in SAR
images (<0.75 m in this experiment). SAR imagery had higher data density in the study
area than optical imagery did and could monitor SGL development during the non-melt
season, which was the result that could not be acquired with optical imagery. For the
12 typical SGLs in the study area in 2021, some of the lakes were stored and drained during
the melt season (Region A and B), but some SGLs did not change considerably before and
after the melt season (Region C). The SGLs in Region C, although no longer detectable on
optical imagery during the non-melt season, were consistently detectable in SAR imagery
with 10–25% changes in area. Validation of the snow radar data revealed the presence of
buried lakes under ice in this area. As SAR imagery had more intensive data in the study
area than optical imagery did, this experiment also detected a rapid drainage event of the
SGLs over a four-day period.

Combining optical and SAR imagery for monitoring changes allows for better discus-
sion of the annual and seasonal variation of SGLs, allowing for analysis of hydrological
events with more intensive time series. The OCO method proposed in this study can
combine the advantages of optical and SAR imagery and consider the buried lakes dur-
ing winter storage of water. This approach avoids the overestimation of the discharge of
the SGLs after the melt season that would result from monitoring the lake using optical
images only.
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